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ABSTRACT
Simulators have become ubiquitous for the Singapore Armed Forces’ training, from tabletop trainers to full mission
simulators. The complexity in simulator projects arises not just from the creation of synthetic environments but also from
constraints in building infrastructure.
This article draws lessons from DSTA’s experience in delivering a redeployable infrastructure for the Republic of Singapore
Navy (RSN). It illustrates how a recent development of a simulator building took a non-conventional solution by adopting a
Tension Fabric Structure. The article further describes how a new simulator was developed for the RSN’s crew training in the
new Littoral Mission Vessel’s bridge, and overcame design demand challenges in both the simulator systems and building
infrastructure. The article also recounts how the cross-disciplinary engineering and procurement team from DSTA produced
[OLÄUHS\ZLYJLU[LYLKZVS\[PVU
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INTRODUCTION
Along with the acquisition of the Littoral Mission Vessels
(LMVs), the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) required a high
ÄKLSP[` ZPT\SH[VY [YHPULY Z`Z[LT [V [YHPU [OL ZOPW JYL^ ;OPZ
simulator provided the visual out-the-window (OTW) view to
train the crew in the LMV’s bridge to navigate and manoeuvre
the ship, and conduct combat procedures. Thus, it was crucial
to design the OTW around the crew’s perspective from the
ship’s bridge to ensure the best training outcome.

PHYSICAL SIZING OF THE
SIMULATOR

information center and machinery controls are located in other
parts of the ship, away from the bridge.
/V^L]LY [OL 9:5»Z 34= ^HZ KLZPNULK KPɈLYLU[S` ¶ [OL
bridge, combat information center and machinery controls are
co-located together as one to form an Integrated Command
*LU[YL 0** ;OPZ 0** OHZ H  OVYPaVU[HS ÄLSK VM ]PL^ VM
the environment to allow the crew to monitor and maintain
security in the midst of Singapore’s congested sea lines
of communication. The traditional way to represent such
H UV]LS PU[LNYH[LK IYPKNL ^P[O H  ÄLSK VM ]PL^ ^P[OPU HU
infrastructure would require a building with training halls, each
having 35m by 35m clear spans (i.e. 35m spans without any
columns in between).

In the traditional design of warships, only the bridge is located
above the deck to provide its crew with a better awareness
of the environment. Other functions such as the combat
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Beyond sizing mock-ups, the design of bridge simulators
YLX\PYLK H[[LU[PVU [V ÄUL KL[HPSZ [V HJJ\YH[LS` ZPT\SH[L [OL

6;> ]PL^Z >OPSL [OLYL ^LYL KPɈLYLU[ TL[OVKZ [V YLWYLZLU[
the OTW display in mock-ups, the simulator project team

grade projectors (see Figure 1). The size and position of the
simulator’s screens carrying the projected images was thus a

endeavoured to provide an immersive experience for maximum
YLHSPZTHUK[YHPUPUNÄKLSP[`(WYVQLJ[PVUZ`Z[LT\ZPUNH
seamless display solution was selected. The intent of the
design was to build a simulated ICC to allow crew trainees to

crucial part of the OTW-view design. By using the estimated
position of the crew, as well as the ICC-bearing marking device
as the center point (see Figure 2), the project team derived the
span of the projection screen needed.

look out into a projected virtual environment using simulation-

Figure 1. Layout of projection screen

Figure 2. Projection display dimension estimates
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A REDEPLOYABLE BUILDING

system’s modularity allowed the installation process to be
OPNOS` YLWL[P[P]L HUK LɉJPLU[ ;OLZL TVK\SHY Z[LLS TLTILYZ

To sustain future population and economic growth, Singapore’s
land use is constantly evolving and military land use is not
spared from this dynamism. As the LMV simulator building
had to shift to another location in the future, the DSTA team
had to strike a balance between the RSN’s requirements for
the best simulator to allow continuous LMV crew training, and
the need to minimise sunk costs for the current building site.
As conventional building solutions would result in too much
abortive cost if the building had to be redeployed to another
SVJH[PVU[OL+:;([LHTLTIHYRLKVUHMLHZPIPSP[`Z[\K`[VÄUK
alternative infrastructures for the LMV simulator building.
Most conventional buildings in Singapore are built to last, with
steel and concrete as the main materials. In general, such
buildings are not designed to be easily redeployable. The team
hence turned to alternative building materials for possible
solutions, and they found it in a modern incarnation of “the
tent”, now known as Tension Fabric Structures (TFS).

VM[OL;-:^LYLHSZV[HNNLKMVYPKLU[PÄJH[PVUHUK[YHJLHIPSP[`
to facilitate the logistics of assembling and reassembling, if the
building was to be relocated in the future. By including all these
features, the drive for a relocatable building resulted in high
construction productivity.
The largest contributor to construction productivity in the
adoption of the TFS system came from the ability to execute
[OLMHIYPJH[PVU^VYRPUMHJ[VYPLZVɈZP[L0UKLZPNU[OL¸+LZPNU
for Manufacture and Assembly” methodologies introduced
by the Building and Construction Authority were adopted to
provide a framework to develop the simulator building using
the TFS system.
The TFS system also resulted in lower sunken and abortive
costs. Compared to conventional infrastructure, the TFS’s light
^LPNO[¶K\L[V[OLMHIYPJZRPUHUKLɉJPLU[Z[LLSZ[Y\J[\YL¶
translated to lower foundation costs and reduced manpower

Figure 3. A TFS simulator building

The LMV simulator’s TFS building consists of a fabric material
(membrane) which forms the exterior building skin (façade).
This skin was manufactured and shipped from Europe, with
fabric cutting and hot welding done in a factory in Singapore to

required during installation. Thus, even though the TFS skin
costs more than conventional building skins in terms of unit
material rates, the element of reusability made the TFS a more
JVZ[LɈLJ[P]LZVS\[PVU-\Y[OLYTVYL[OLÅL_PIPSP[`HUKZWLLKPU

form the required size thereafter. The steel frames that provide
the backbone to hold the building in place were also fabricated
V]LYZLHZ 4\JO LɈVY[ ^HZ W\[ PU[V [OL I\PSKPUN»Z \WMYVU[
detailed design, especially in terms of its connection detailing.
This ensured that all the materials were fabricated to simplify

redeployment would lead to less overall disruption to simulator
operations, and hence provide better business continuity.

on-site installation. For example, the TFS steel structures and
fabric materials were fabricated and purposefully cut into
KPTLUZPVUZ[OH[JV\SKÄ[PU[VZ[HUKHYKMVV[JVU[HPULYZ\ZLK

simulator halls with atmospheric controls and a two-storey
VɉJL 4HU` VM [OLZL JVUJLYUZ HYVZL HZ Z\JO H \ZL VM ;-:
systems was unprecedented in Singapore, and TFS structures
had been more widely used for aesthetics-driven applications.

for logistics, making them easy to transport. The structural
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However, there were concerns on whether the TFS could be
LUOHUJLKVYTVKPÄLK[VZOLS[LYZVTL[OPUNHZJVTWSL_HZ[^V
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WHERE FORM MEETS FUNCTION
A TFS, or tensile structure, is a structure that is characterised
by the tensioning of systems of fabric or some other pliable
material. Typically, wires or cables are used to provide the
critical structural support to the fabric skins. Together, the
system of fabric and wires utilise the fabric’s tensional strength
to produce stability and equilibrium in the structure.
Due to the thinness of the material, the slickness of the
supports, and its minimal use of framing, a TFS membrane
gives the impression of a lightweight structure. The ability
to shape TFS into free-form structures further reinforces the
feeling of lightness. Its lightness and higher unit material
costs compared to that of conventional buildings have almost
dictated that such membrane structures would be mainly
used for aesthetics, rather than for predominantly functional
reasons. Therefore, TFS systems have been typically used
as lightweight roofs, protective covers, shelters, skylights,
amphitheaters, band shells, stage covers, tents, and shading
structures for airports and transportation depots. There was
very limited use of TFS as a permanent building in Singapore.
>OPSL H [YHKP[PVUHS IYPJRHUKTVY[HY I\PSKPUN JV\SK M\SÄSS
most of the basic design parameters of a simulator building,
it was not obvious that a membrane structure could do so
as well. In conventional construction methods, there are
many established water tightness solutions, sound insulation
applications, and building maintenance regimes to ensure
that a simulator’s synthetic environment can be created apart
from the real world, and to have the synthetic environment
maintained so for the long term.
For the TFS simulator infrastructure, the availability of solutions
for water tightness, sound and maintenance were not obvious,
and the solutions available often even contradicted one
another. To make it work, the TFS simulator required out-ofthe-box thinking, coupled with a high level of integration from
multiple disciplines, all from the onset of design development.
The team had to stay focused on the goal to achieve a
redeployable building system which would have systems
tightly integrated with the building, and yet have a resultant
ZPT\SH[VY^OPJO^HZÅL_PISL[VJOHUNL

building’s function may vary with time and need. The design
approach of “form evolves with function” was more suitable
for a relocatable simulator trainer infrastructure. Even with
[OPZHWWYVHJOVMKLZPNUMVYÅL_PISLI\PSKPUN\ZHNLPU[OL;-:
simulator building, there was no avoiding permanence in the
design of some functional spaces. This led to some sitedependent sunk costs.
A design approach based on “divide and conquer” was used
to separate the functional space that was permanent in nature
and areas which were more transient. The result was a hybrid
TFS building consisting of a two-storey reinforced concrete
9* VɉJL JVYL LUJSVZLK I` H Z[LLSZ\WWVY[LK TLTIYHUL
structure in the outer layer (see Figures 4 and 5).
The team exploited simulation software to load and optimise
the steel structure, so that there was a balance between
structural rigidity and ease of assembly or disassembly. The
steel structure consisted of modular steel frames, laid out
in equidistant bays, each 5m apart. Intermediate members
were then incorporated between main members to provide
support for openings such as doors and vents. Intricate design
integration between architectural, structural and mechanical
and electrical (M&E) design persisted throughout the project.
Despite the integration, there was also a need for limited
isolation of building components. The RC building and the TFS
steel structure were designed to be structurally independent
– the TFS structural steel was not built into the RC building.
Instead, they were deliberately separated to be standalone
structures to facilitate a change of use in the future should the
need arise.
Beyond meeting the need for a building that could be
redeployed easily, the TFS system also brought about
HK]HU[HNLZPUJVUZ[Y\J[PVULɉJPLUJ`HUKWYVK\J[P]P[`6UZP[L
LYLJ[PVU VM [OL [^VZ[VYL` 9* VɉJL Z[Y\J[\YL ^HZ L_LJ\[LK
JVUJ\YYLU[S`^P[O[OLMHIYPJH[PVUVM[OL;-:Z[LLSMYHTLZVɈ
site. Once brought to the site, the steel frames were installed
sequentially from the two ends of the planned building, and
construction was timed so that the steel frames from both
ends would eventually meet in the middle of the building just
HM[LY[OL9*VɉJLZ[Y\J[\YL^HZJVTWSL[LK0KLU[P[`[HNNPUNVM
the steel frames also enabled fast on-site assembly very much
similar to Lego blocks.

From “Form Follows Function” to “Form
Evolves with Function”
One of the widely used architectural design philosophies
is “form follows function”. However, when designing for
ÅL_PIPSP[` [OL M\UJ[PVU TH` UV[ IL H Ä_LK JVUZ[HU[ ¶ [OL
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Figure 4. A 3D model view of the RC structures and steel frame structures and the plan view showing the zoning of spaces and structures
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Figure 5. A cross-sectional view through the building showing the independence of the steel structure from the RC structure

Sound and Thermal Insulation
The simulator building’s requirements for sound and thermal
insulation posed many challenges to the TFS system.

test concluded that the insulated TFS was suitable for use as
a building envelope, and could achieve interior noise levels of
Noise Criteria (NC) 40 to 45.
However, the use of rock wool came at a price: weight. Packing

If buildings with single-layer brick walls sometimes fell short of
the sound insulation requirements of a simulator building, the
TFS’s single-layer polymer membrane – which was less than
10mm thick – faced even greater challenges. The membrane
was simply not a good material for sound insulation. When this

on volumes of rock wool mindlessly just to achieve acoustic
insulation would produce other problems – an excessively
overweight fabric façade, which would in turn limit the TFS’s
ease of redeployability.

ZV\UKPUZ\SH[PVUHZWLJ[^HZPKLU[PÄLK\WMYVU[WYPVY[V[OL;-:
fabrication, the team of design consultants, acoustic specialists
and membrane specialists proposed a composite sandwich
system that included a layer of rock wool sandwiched between

Choice of Material and Fire Safety

two layers of fabric membrane. This rock wool insulation

struggle to keep up with technological change. Rigourous
testing and studies on various aspects of a new material are
required by the Singapore authorities before it is deemed to
be safe for use as an approved construction material. The
TFS fabric material faced particularly intense scrutiny from the
:PUNHWVYL *P]PS +LMLUJL -VYJL :*+- VU ÄYL ZHML[` HZWLJ[Z

provided not just sound but also thermal insulation.
An alternative solution was to create an air gap between the
two layers of membrane, using air as the insulation medium.
However, this would complicate construction and make it more
challenging to relocate the building. It would also introduce
ÄYLZHML[`JVUJLYUZHZ[OLHPYNHW^V\SKUV[ILWYV[LJ[LKI`
sprinklers.

In today’s age where new technologies and new building
materials appear in the market constantly, regulators often

(see Figure 6).

To validate the possible use of the composite sandwich system,

The SCDF has always been concerned about the use of
polymer-based materials in building construction because
they were concerned of toxic smoke emissions in the event of

an acoustic consultant was engaged to carry out ambient noise
measurements based on various actual site conditions. Noise
levels within the training halls were taken at regular interval
distances from the wall and a chart was plotted. The acoustic

ÄYL;OL;-:MHIYPJMLSSPU[V[OLJH[LNVY`VM¸WSHZ[PJTH[LYPHS¹PU
[OLÄYLYLN\SH[PVUZ/LUJL[OLYL^HZHULLK[VZLLR^HP]LYZ
MYVT:*+-VUHZWLJ[ZVM[OLÄYLJVKLJVU[YVSSPUN[OLUH[\YLVM
ZTVRLLTPZZPVUZHUKÄYLZWYLHK
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S/N

Material Construction

Assessment

Exemption / Remarks

1

Non-combustible material

Allowed

1RIXUWKHU¿UHWHVWUHTXLUHG

2

Material thickness not
exceeding 1mm

Allowed

1RIXUWKHU¿UHWHVWUHTXLUHG

3

Use in exit staircase / exit
passageways

Not allowed

7RSURWHFWNH\HVFDSHURXWHV

4

Materials thickness exceeding
1mm

Allowed with
conditions

Allowed if pass test categories (D), (E) and (F) in
7DEOH%XQOHVVVSHFL¿FDOO\H[HPSWHGIRUH[WHUQDO
EXLOGLQJDSSOLFDWLRQV

-PN\YL,_[YHJ[MYVT[OL:*+--PYL*VKLJVUJLYUPUNÄYLZHML[`YLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYWSHZ[PJ^HSSVYJLPSPUNTH[LYPHSÄUPZOLZPUZ[HSSLK
internally or externally

The concerns over plastic materials were compounded when
SCDF issued a new circular concerning the requirements for
plastic materials in buildings (FSR 10:2014) on 1 October 2014.
;OL JPYJ\SHY OHK TVYL YLX\PYLTLU[Z ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ HUK ÄYL
performance tests for industry compliance. As the circular was
issued slightly before the building contract was awarded, it
greatly complicated the process of submissions to the relevant
authorities for the TFS simulator building.
The TFS fabric was found safe for use in external building
walls, as it was able to extinguish itself shortly after catching
ÄYL ^OPJO TLHU[ [OH[ P[ JVTWSPLK M\SS` ^P[O [OL :*+-»Z
requirements for the external walls. However, it fell short when
assessed for use as internal walls because of concerns related
[VLTPZZPVU[V_PJP[`ZTVRLKLUZP[`HUKÄYLZWYLHK
To address concerns for when the TFS fabric was used for
internal walls, an alternative to TFS skin was developed for
internal use. This consisted of a non-combustible rock wool
layer sandwiched between two layers of TFS fabric. By having a
non-combustible layer of rock wool in between the membrane,
the skin was treated as having two separate layers of plastic
that were less than 1mm thick each. This in turn permitted the
HKVW[PVU VM [OL WYV]PZPVU PU [OL ÄYL YLN\SH[PVUZ [OH[ ¸WSHZ[PJ
TH[LYPHSSLZZ[OHUTT[OPJRPZL_LTW[LKMYVT\UKLYNVPUNÄYL
safety tests”.
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SCDF accepted this innovation, to the great delight and relief
of the project team.

PIECING THE PUZZLE TOGETHER
AMIDST UNCERTAINTIES
The experience of how the TFS material systems for the
building exterior were developed and adapted to meet
regulatory concerns amidst tight timelines, illustrated the
complex, fast tempo environment which the project team had
to work in. There was also the added complexity of having to
integrate simulator systems developed by professionals who
were quite distinct from those in the building industry.
The keys to success for such a complex project were
communication, professional respect and trust.
The heart of the simulator was not the building, but the ICC
simulation area which represented the ship’s bridge deck. No
LɈVY[^HZZWHYLKPUL_WSVYPUNPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLZLY]PJLZ[VJYLH[L
maximum realism for the simulation experience. For example,
[OL [LTWLYH[\YL JVU[YVS ISHJRV\[ LɈLJ[Z HJV\Z[PJ JVU[YVS
and physical security were studied cohesively to ensure a best
Ä[ MVY [OL ZPT\SH[PVU I\PSKPUN *SVZL PU[LNYH[PVU IL[^LLU [OL
DSTA project team members ensured clear communication of
the simulator ICC design between all parties.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF REDEPLOYABLE WIDESPAN TENSION FABRIC STRUCTURE SIMULATOR BUILDING

Enhancing Acoustics

Climatic Control

As crew training would mostly take place within the simulator
ICC area, the project team focused the attention on the area,
and designed the building to wrap around the ICC rather than
create a space to insert the ICC.

As simulator projection is of paramount importance to create
OPNO ÄKLSP[` [YHPUPUN YLHSPZT [OL TV\U[PUN WVPU[Z MVY 4 ,
services such as duct work, lightings, and control panels were
PKLU[PÄLK \WMYVU[ [V H]VPK JVSSPZPVU ^P[O [OL SLUZ WYVQLJ[PVU
throws.

The simulator ICC was sited at the centre of the hall so that
it would have the best location from which the simulation
projector could accurately project images. This siting also
created a large air gap between the simulators ICC and the
;-:L_[LYUHS^HSSZHUKP[HJ[LKHZHZV\UKI\ɈLYIL[^LLU[OL
external walls and the ICC.
Projection screen panels measuring 6m and encompassing
H á HUNSL MVY [OL ZPT\SH[VY M\Y[OLY YLK\JLK [OL HTV\U[ VM
ambient noise reaching the simulator ICC (see Figure 7).
Acoustic insulation material was selected for the ICC to further
enhance the acoustic quality – crucial for maximum simulation
realism experience – within.

Each simulator hall spanned 30m by 30m with an overall height
of 15m encompassed by the TFS membrane structure, which
[YHUZSH[LK [V H ZPNUPÄJHU[ ]VS\TL PU LHJO OHSS [OH[ YLX\PYLK
cooling. The conventional approach taken in most cinemas
or buildings of a similar nature was a cooling system that
pumped conditioned air to cool the entire space. However,
[OPZ ^HZ UV[ [OL TVZ[ JVZ[LɈLJ[P]L VY TVZ[ LULYN`LɉJPLU[
and sustainable approach for the unique simulator trainer
infrastructure.
;OL JOHSSLUNL ^HZ [V KLZPNU HU LɉJPLU[ HUK Z\Z[HPUHISL
atmospheric control environment for the TFS simulator
building, and it needed to be one that would balance the
crew’s thermal comfort with their visual experience.

These design considerations and the exploitation of
HK]HU[HNLZ MYVT VUL [LJOUVSVN` KVTHPU [V ILULÄ[ V[OLY
domains, coupled with careful planning and close integration
between users and infrastructure and simulator project teams,

While the actual LMV cockpit had an all-round glass for an
OTW view, the simulator ICC did not as glass windows would
KPZ[VY[ [OL WYVQLJ[VY [OYV^ ZPNUPÄJHU[S` HUK JYLH[L THZZP]L

all led to the optimisation of TFS insulation and simulator

TPZHSPNUTLU[PZZ\LZK\L[V[OLNSHZZ»YLÅLJ[PVUHUKYLMYHJ[PVU

systems to achieve the required sound insulation.

Special glass such as thinner glass or coated glass were
L_WSVYLK[VZLLPMYLÅLJ[PVUHUKYLMYHJ[PVUJV\SKILTPUPTPZLK
to within the projection throw’s threshold levels, but the results
were futile. Hence, it was decided that the simulator ICC would
have to be built without glass windows (see Figure 8).

Without this integration, the disadvantages of the TFS’ thin
membrane system would have overwhelmed its advantages in
constructability and ease to redeploy and rendered the whole
TFS scheme for the simulator unfeasible.

-PN\YL:P[PUNVMZPT\SH[VY0**H[[OLJLU[LYVM[OL[YHPUPUNOHSS^P[OHáTWYVQLJ[VYZJYLLU
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-PN\YL>PUKV^SLZZZPT\SH[VY0**HSSV^ZJVUKP[PVULKHPY[VMYLLS`ÅV^V\[PU[V[YHPUPUNOHSS

/V^L]LY H á ^PUKV^SLZZ ZPT\SH[VY 0** TLHU[ [OH[
conditioned air would escape into the large training hall freely,
and cause much wastage in energy and cooling capacity.
;V TPUPTPZL LULYN` PULɉJPLUJPLZ HU \UKLYÅVVY JVVSPUN
approach was adopted to provide cooling within the simulator
0**<UKLYÅVVY[YLUJOLZ^LYLL_[LUKLKMYVT[OL9*I\PSKPUN
to the centre of each simulator hall to provide space for
\UKLYÅVVY HPY JVUKP[PVU Z\WWS` HUK YL[\YU K\J[Z ZLY]PUN [OL
simulator ICC (see Figure 9).

cool air to every projector’s air intake.
Furthermore, there was also a need to meet building code
requirements for fresh air (FA) supply. To simply duct
Singapore’s tropical outdoor air (OA) into the large training hall
volume would introduce unnecessary heat load, which was
JV\U[LYPU[\P[P]L[V[OLZPT\SH[VYOHSSZ»LULYN`LɉJPLU[KLZPNU
There was hence a need to introduce a FA supply without the
tropical heat and humidity.

-PN\YL <UKLYÅVVYHPYJVUKP[PVUZ\WWS`HUKYL[\YUK\J[LK]PH[YLUJOMYVT9*I\PSKPUN[VJLU[LYVMIV[OZPT\SH[VYOHSSZ[VZLY]L[OL0**Z

;OPZHWWYVHJOZ\WWSPLKJVVSHPYMYVT[OL\UKLYÅVVYSVJHSPZLK
to exactly where the training crew reside – within the simulator

;VV]LYJVTL[OPZKLO\TPKPÄJH[PVUZ`Z[LTZ^LYLPUJVYWVYH[LK
to pre-cool the outdoor air to a lower RH, and reduce dry bulb

ICC. This was an alternative to cooling the entire volume of
space within the simulator halls with conventional displacement

temperature before the air was pumped into the simulator
hall space via a fabric duct network mounted above the clear

cooling supplied from ceiling ducting.

height of the projector screens. This created a net positive

Although there was no thermal comfort requirement for the
volume of air space above and outside the simulator ICCs
in both training halls, the simulator’s projectors required

WYLZZ\YLLU]PYVUTLU[^OPJOOLSWLK[VTPUPTPZL[OLPUÄS[YH[PVU
of warmer OA and thereby reduce the simulator halls’ thermal
SVHK ;OPZ WYLJVVSLK KLO\TPKPÄJH[PVU Z`Z[LT [O\Z LUZ\YLK
Z\ɉJPLU[-(Z\WWS`^OPSLUV[HKKPUN\UULJLZZHY`OLH[SVHK(

HU VWLYH[PUN [LTWLYH[\YL VM á* HUK O\TPKP[` JVUKP[PVU VM
Relative Humidity (RH) =60%. To ensure the heat generated
by the projectors do not recirculate and cause overheating,
additional provisions were made to provide air ducts directing
64
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fabric duct was selected instead of conventional metal ducts
because such ducts were lightweight and could be easily
mounted and integrated well with the steel frames of the TFS
structure (see Figure 10).

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF REDEPLOYABLE WIDESPAN TENSION FABRIC STRUCTURE SIMULATOR BUILDING

Figure 10. Lightweight fabric duct mounted from roof trusses to supply fresh air into simulator hall

Apart from the fabric duct, other M&E services were designed
with “add-on” or “clip-on” mounting features to facilitate
installation and dismantling for when relocation was required.
Instead of conventional methods where M&E piping and
K\J[^VYRZ ^LYL Ä_LK WLYTHULU[S` VU[V [OL ZVɉ[ VM ZSHIZ

HYLHZ ;OLZL JSHZZPÄLK HUK ZLUZP[P]L HYLHZ Z\JO HZ [OVZL
OV\ZPUN[OLJYP[PJHSZLY]LYZHUK[OLVɉJL^LYLSVJH[LK^P[OPU
H[^VZ[VYL`JVUJYL[LVɉJLI\PSKPUNZLL-PN\YLPUZPKL[OL
TFS.

or structures, each M&E trade derived their own “clamping”
method where pipes and cables were clamped onto the steel
frames rather than bolted or welded onto them. These clamps
can be dismantled easily and M&E services can be taken down
section by section before the steel structures are dismantled.

The simulation data and information were deliberately piped
PU[V [OL ZLY]LY YVVT ^P[OPU [OL [^VZ[VYL` JVUJYL[L VɉJL
building. This building was constructed using precast panels
^P[O JVUJYL[L PUÄSS MVY JVUZ[Y\J[PVU WYVK\J[P]P[` YH[OLY [OHU
using traditional brick wall construction which was more
SHIVYPV\Z ;OL WYLJHZ[ WHULS ^P[O JVUJYL[L PUÄSS ^HZ HISL [V

Physical Security

satisfy the Military Security Department’s requirements during
an on-site physical penetration test (see Figure 12).

Unlike conventional buildings, the membrane of the TFS
is more susceptible to deliberate cuts and tears. In order to
mitigate the risk of physical security breaches of the TFS, the
[LHTLZ[HISPZOLKH[OVYV\NOaVUPUNVMJSHZZPÄLKHUKZLUZP[P]L
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-PN\YLAVUPUNVMJSHZZPÄLKHUKZLUZP[P]LHYLHZZ\JOHZZLY]LYYVVTZ^P[OPU[OL[^VZ[VYL`JVUJYL[LI\PSKPUN

Figure 12. Physical penetration test conducted on-site

OTW ASPECTS OF SIMULATOR
SYSTEM
The simulator team also looked into the best visual OTW view
to train crews in the LMV’s bridge to navigate and manoeuvre
the ship. There were several considerations for the OTW
simulator’s display technologies.
;VHJOPL]LHOPNOÄKLSP[`[YHPUPUNL_WLYPLUJL[OL[YHPULLZOHK
[VIL]PZ\HSS`Z[PT\SH[LK(SHYNLOVYPaVU[HSÄLSKVM]PL^HUK
]LY[PJHS ÄLSKVM]PL^ ^LYL [OLYLMVYL YLX\PYLK 3*+ TVUP[VYZ
encompassing the entire bridge were not feasible, as the large
ÄLSKVM]PL^ YLX\PYLK HU L_OH\Z[P]L U\TILY VM ZJYLLUZ ;OL
screen bezels between screens would also impair the visual
experience. However, a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment1
(CAVE) would provide an immersive virtual reality experience.
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;OL *(=, ZL[\W PZ [`WPJHSS` THKL \W VM MV\Y [V ZP_ ÅH[
projection screens that enclose the user in the center. The virtual
environment is shown using multiple projectors. The projector
outputs are blended into a seamless image. Calibration is done
according to the user’s eye-point so that there is no distortion
of the image, especially at the edges of the panels. However,
this would only meet the needs of a single eye-point and could
not cater to many people in the entire ICC. A curved screen
^HZÄUHSS`ZLSLJ[LKZV[OH[[OLPTHNLKPZ[VY[PVU^V\SKILSLZZ
noticeable.
The OTW view was simulated using 15 simulation-grade
projectors (see Figure 13). The projection screen enclosed the
entire simulated ICC and spanned 30m in diameter and 4.6m in
height. At each console station, the OTW view would look like
it encompassed the entire ICC.
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-PN\YL:[YH[LNPJWYVQLJ[VYWSHJLTLU[MVYOPNOÄKLSP[`HUKTH_PT\TYLHSPZT

LIMITATIONS TO SIMULATOR
SYSTEMS FROM REQUIREMENTS
FOR BUILDING RELOCATION
The RSN’s requirements for the building to be relocatable did
UV[VUS`HɈLJ[I\PSKPUNMVYTI\[HSZV[OLZPT\SH[VY»ZOHYK^HYL
and software.
One area involved simulating the ship motion experienced by the
crew in the ICC from ship dynamics and sea state situations. To
simulate these, a motion platform would be needed. However,
such a platform would require a specially built foundation,
which would increase the building footprint by two times and
increase the proportion of sunk costs, neither of which could
be recovered. Without a motion platform, these motion cues
would still be simulated through visual representation by the
360° OTW. However, such a stimulus without physical motion
or out-of-sync motion simulation in addition to the long hours
of training may induce simulation sickness such as fatigue and
UH\ZLH K\L [V ]PZ\HS]LZ[PI\SHY TPZTH[JO ;OL ÄUHS KLJPZPVU
was not to have the motion platform, incorporate the visual
stimulus, and provide adequate rest for the crew after each
training session.

TEMPORARY VS PERMANENT
STRUCTURE – AN ARCHITECTURAL
PERSPECTIVE FROM GLOBAL
LEVELS TO FINE DETAILS AND
BEYOND
The simulator building contains many dualities. The imagery
of a tent structure conveys a sense of the temporary, while the
vastness in its span makes it look permanent. The use of the
I\PSKPUNMVYHZPT\SH[VYKLTHUKZHYH[OLYÄ_LKSVJH[PVU^OPSL
[OLSHUK\ZLWSHUUPUNTPNO[UV[HɈVYKZ\JOHS\_\Y`PUYLHSP[`
;OL [LYT ¸[LTWVYHY` ÄUHSP[`¹ [OLYLMVYL KLZJYPILZ [OL ;-:
simulator building aptly. This term is not new in the realm of
architecture. It is a concept used in building contracts to give
HYJOP[LJ[Z ZVTL ÅL_PIPSP[` [V THRL WYVQLJ[ KLJPZPVUZ ^P[OV\[
KPZW\[LZ -VY ;-: I\PSKPUNZ ¸[LTWVYHY` ÄUHSP[`¹ M\Y[OLY
reinforces the concept of “use-by date” – the building has to be
designed and used as if it were designed conventionally until
the date it is decommissioned and redeployed. In this aspect,
[OLI\PSKPUNOHZ[VM\SÄS[OLIHZPJM\UJ[PVUZVMHI\PSKPUNZ\JO
as water tightness, thermal insulation, security, pest control
with the caveat that this has to be achieved using a thin
layer of PVC-based fabric membrane. All these requirements
were achieved or resolved through meticulous planning and
discussion from the start of the project.
+LZPNUHUKMHIYPJH[PVUHWWYVHJOLZ[V[OL;-:KPɈLYLKNYLH[S`
from other conventional building systems. There was a need
to consider how to cut out a pattern, use complex software
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[VKL[LYTPULMVYJLZVU[OLZ[Y\J[\YLHUKÄUHSS`OV^[VLYLJ[
the TFS.

simulator building, because most of the conventional TFS
systems in Singapore’s tropical climate used only simple non-

The fabric cutting pattern was conceptualised during the design
stage through the use of simulation software to determine
the load (forces) distribution. The fabric cutting pattern also
PUÅ\LUJLK [OL KL[HPSPUN VM [OL QVPU[Z IL[^LLU TLTIYHULZ

insulated membranes. Each piece of insulated membrane
(see Figure 15) covered the width of two bays, bringing the
weight to approximately 2 tonnes. This had to be checked
against the available machinery’s lifting capability, so that it
could be feasibly deployed on-site to carry out the membrane

which in turn ensures the building’s water tightness. Instead
of having joints at the ridge of the building, which makes it
prone to rain water seepage, the membrane was cut to cover
two bays from end to end with no joints at the roof ridge (see
Figure 14).

installation. Due to the sheer weight, coupled with the large
surface area of each piece of the membrane, wind load became
H ZPNUPÄJHU[ JVUZPKLYH[PVU K\YPUN [OL SPM[PUN :HML[` ^HZ
paramount. Much debate took place within the construction
[LHT[VKL]PZLHZHMLHUKLɉJPLU[PUZ[HSSH[PVU[LJOUPX\L;OL

;OL\ZLVMHZHUK^PJOZRPU^P[OYVJR^VVSHZ[OLPUÄSSHKKLK
ZPNUPÄJHU[^LPNO[HUKPUZ\SH[PVU[V[OLI\PSKPUNMHIYPJZ`Z[LT
(compared to a simpler non-insulated TFS membrane). This

ÄUHSZVS\[PVU^HZ[VPU[YVK\JL[^VTVIPSLJYHULZVULVM
-tonne capacity, on the side of the building to stretch and carry
the membrane over the steel roof frames, and another crane
of 60-tonne capacity, stationed on the opposite side to guide
the membrane and bring it down (see Figure 16). Both cranes

was a new challenge faced by the TFS supplier for this

Figure 14. Fabric cutting pattern conceptualised at the design stage

Figure 15. Each membrane piece covers the TFS from gable end to gable end, spanning across 10m width
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had to work in concert in a balancing act, for construction to
proceed safely and well.

procedure so as to understand the parking positions of the
mobile cranes and the fabric material placement. It was also

Like the construction sequence of the simulator building’s steel
frames, the process was carried out from one gable end to the
other, overlapping the previous membrane already laid on the
roof in the process. The cutting pattern, membrane weight and

discovered during the installation that it was crucial, for the
lifting and placement of the fabric membrane on the roof of the
steel structure to be done accurately, so as to save alignment
adjustments downstream. This in turn helped the construction
productivity.

[OL KLZPYLK ZWLLK PU JHYY`PUN V\[ [OL PUZ[HSSH[PVU PUÅ\LUJLK
one another. All of these had to be considered holistically in
the construction process. The design and construction of the
TFS system decision thus very much depended on achieving
the intricate balancing point.

In tropical Singapore, water tightness is one of the fundamental
functions of the TFS building enclosure which requires special
attention. Various methods to lay and secure the membrane
were discussed and debated from the project’s onset.

As an added safety measure during the lifting procedure, a
wind speed device was used to determine the real-time wind
speed and direction while performing the lifting process.

Between adhesive tape and hot gun welding (see Figures 17
and 18), hot welding was chosen for a more permanent seal
and greater water tightness, even though this meant that the
outer membrane could not be reused.

On-site space planning was also studied prior to the lifting

Figure 16. Framing of photographs showing the laying of each two-bay membrane over the steel structure
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Figure 17. The hot gun method of joining the membrane for permanent adhesion

Figure 18. The adhesive tape method by using “Tear-Aid” tape to join two pieces of membrane

The biggest challenge from hot gun welding came from the
need to control the workmanship, because the welding was
the primary method to prevent water seepage in between
membranes. For TFS systems, the welding method was more
KPɉJ\S[[VTHUHNLJVTWHYLK[VTL[OVKZ\ZPUNHKOLZP]L[HWL

Proper detailing at the ends was required to provide further
rigidity to the membrane by holding down the membrane at
every two bays, which gave a neater look as well as preserve
the bonding between membranes. Thus, the termination of
membrane at ground level needed to be built to special details.

especially when working at a height.

An all-round kerb (door opening portions) of 150mm high was
built where the membrane could terminate neatly (see Figure
19). Such detailing ensured zero water seepage from the apron
into the building, and also prevented insects and pests from
entering. The neat termination also created a better aesthetic

As an added measure to ensure water tightness, pockets
were also created at each membrane piece’s longitudinal end
to accommodate steel wires. These steel wires were then
anchored at the lower ends of steel structures at the perimeter
and embedded beneath the concrete slab on the ground.
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Figure 19. The termination detailing of the membrane showing the construction of an all-round kerb to prevent water seepage and ensure neat
termination, and the tensioning detail for the membrane wall

CONTRACTING FOR THE TFS
SIMULATOR BUILDING
0UWHYHSSLS^P[O[OLLɈVY[ZPUWSHUUPUNKLZPNUHUKJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
in architecture and engineering across various domains, there
was an equally intense drive to procure the TFS building
designs, construction, and to integrate the simulators and
building as one.
The project team embarked on the procurement journey
by researching wide-span structures that could satisfy the
simulator requirements for a 30m by 30m column-less area with
a 6m clear height. A feasibility study trip to Europe (given their
long history and established TFS models) was conducted to
allow a multi-disciplinary DSTA project team comprising both
infrastructure and simulator professionals to touch base with
multiple TFS suppliers within the region to better understand
the product, explore its use for the intended purpose of the
simulator infrastructure, and ascertain the longevity of their
applications overseas. The study trip proved useful and gave
[OL [LHT JVUÄKLUJL [OH[ [OL ;-: ^V\SK IL MLHZPISL MVY H
relocatable simulator infrastructure.

A tender process was eventually initiated for the development
of the relocatable wide-span TFS simulator building. It
garnered the interests from both overseas and local-based
TFS suppliers. The tender was evaluated stringently for
[OL ;-: Z[LLS HUK TLTIYHUL ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ Z\JO HZ [LUZPSL
Z[YLUN[O HUK [OLYTHS HUK ÄYL YLZPZ[HUJL WYVWLY[PLZ 0U SPUL
with the procurement principles of transparency, competition
and value for money, the contract was eventually awarded to
a local building contractor who partnered a local TFS supplier.
The local TFS supplier had a factory in Singapore and had the
capacity and competency to support the TFS construction.
More importantly, the supplier had the skilled labour to cut
HUKOV[^LSK[OLMHIYPJZRPUZMYVT,\YVWL[VÄ[[OL:PUNHWVYL
simulator building, as well as material spares and the technical
know-how to support the simulator building’s future relocation
and maintenance.
;OL L]LU[\HS WYVQLJ[ JVTWSL[PVU KLSP]LYLK [OL 9:5»Z ÄYZ[
redeployable TFS simulator infrastructure (see Figures 20 and
21).

Figure 20a. Computer rendering of the external façade and fabric color scheme
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Figure 20b. Actual external façade and fabric color scheme

Figure 21a. Computer rendering of the internal training hall area

Figure 21b. Actual internal training hall area and fabric color scheme that created a dark-out interior for the training simulator

CONCLUSION
This project has demonstrated how the LMV’s new trainer
simulator was successfully developed and built, despite having
tough and unfamiliar technical and operational requirements.
The article described how the team leveraged the members’
cross-functional disciplines to introduce a new technology in
the form of the TFS for a relocatable air conditioned simulator
building, and integrated the building and simulator systems
as one. In the process, the project provided the Defence
Technology Community with a positive demonstration of how
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cross-disciplinary teams could work together to produce usercentered solutions.
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